In this paper, we describe a method for the extraction of distinguishable features from crack patterns, particularly those in paintings. First, we filter the selected crack image using 8 differently oriented Gabor filters. Then we thin the image to 1 pixel wide using a morphological thinning algorithm. Next we implement a crack following algorithm and generate statistical structure of global and local features from a chain code based representation. We describe an orientation-based feature extraction method to represent a crack network from sets of local orientation features. The resultant features are used as a guide towards classifying crack network patterns into several predefined classes, i.e circular, rectangular, spider-web, unidirectional and random. A simple classification experiment is presented to describe the significance of those extracted features towards classifying craquelure pattems.
INTRODUCTION
The Artiste project aims to provide access across museum collections using metadata as well as contentbased retrieval of image data. One of the image-based requirements, which came from the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, is to automatically classify the craquelure (cracks) in paintings to aid in damage assessment. Craquelure in paintings can also be used for other research [I] . It can be a very important element in judging authenticity, use of material or environmental and physical impact because these can lead to different craquelure patterns. Although most conservation of fine artwork relies on manual inspection of deterioration signs, the ability to screen the whole collection semi-automatically is believed to be a useful contribution to preservation. Crack formations are influenced by factors including aging and physical impacts which also relate to the wooden framework of the paintings. It is hoped that the mass screening of craquelure patterns will help to establish a better platform for conservators to identify the cause of damage.
In this paper, we present the detection and statistical feature extraction of simple crack networks as a basis to a more efficient algorithm in the future. The algorithm consists of (1) detection of a crack structure, (2) extraction of global and local features, and (3) an experiment demonstrating the potential use of the features for successful classification.
To fulfill the purpose of this research, we are using Xradiographs of paintings taken by the research labs of the Louvre Museum in Paris and the Hamilton Kerr Institute, Cambridge. These tend to show cracks very well, as they change the transmission of X-rays and suppress details in the paint layer. They provide clearer information compared to visible images of paintings as far as detecting cracks is concern and they are also a common documentation medium in museums.
CRACK NETWORK DETECTION
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In most cases, cracks can be considered as being local minima with a rather elongated structure [2] . In [3] , cracks are identified by taking into account the fact that they have considerably darker grey levels compared to the background and are characterized by a uniform grey level. From a local point of view they also have a strong orientation tendency.
Gabor filters are band-pass filters which have both orientation-selective and frequency-selective properties as well as optimal joint-resolution in both spatial and frequency domains [4] . A two dimensional Gabor filter can be viewed as a sinusoidal plane with a particular frequency and orientation modulated by a Gaussian envelope ( where 6, and 6, represent the space constants of the Gaussian envelope along the IC and 9 axes respectively, f denotes the frequency of the sinusoidal plane wave along the x-axis and 0 is the orientation. The orientation tendency of the Gabor filter ( Fig. 1) serves as a great tool for the detection of crack patterns.
The method we used is adopted from the method used by Jain et al. and f have to be properly selected in order to obtain a reasonably good output image. In scanned X-ray films the cracks vary in size between around 30 to 1 pixels, so one size of detector is not optimal and two or three sets of filters may eventually be used.
The maximum of the outputs of the filters are then combined into a result shown in Fig. 2(b) . To extract the statistical features of a particular crack network, it is more convenient and less time consuming to work with 1 pixel wide cracks rather than variable sized ones. In order to do that, we apply a morphological thinning algorithm with 10 iterations to produce a thinned version of the detected cracks. Fig. 2 illustrates the results of the process. The output is used as a source for a statistical analysis of the crack network in order to create the higher level features.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction stage takes into account the fact that cracks are made up of line segments. A combination of line segments produces a network which in this paper we call the crack network. Crack networks vary in multiple ways, so it is very important that the features that best distinguish them are identified. For our algorithm, we have predefined several types of crack pattern classes which have obvious distinctive features and they are circular, rectangular, spider-web, unidirectional and random. It is worth stressing that some of the relevant features may overlap with each other in terms of their unique representation of a particular crack pattern thus, revealing the importance of multiple feature combinations to classify a particular crack pattern.
Statistical feature structure
A crack following algorithm is applied on a crack network and features are collected as it 'runs' along the lines. This feature extraction approach collates statistical information from the lines as a global representation and a separate process is implemented later to extract local features from the crack network structural representation. Junctions are also detected during the crack following process where their location and number of branches are stored. A junction is defined here as a point where line segments meet. A Freeman chain code based representation [SI is generated for 2 main reasons: (1) post-detection filtering and reconstruction such as thinline code filtering [6] and (2) post-detection feature extraction. For the remaining sections, we address local features as notations with a subscript 1 and global features with notations with a subscript g .
Local and global directionality measure
Through observation, one of the most discriminating features in a crack network is its orientation spread. Obviously, circular cracks and rectangular cracks differ significantly in terms of their orientation spread. Our approach takes this factor into account by extracting local orientation features which are then combined to produce a global feature representing a particular crack network. The algorithm explained below is used to compute a feature we call directionality: 
Construct a similarity histogram, wl
fd], the histogram indicates the score obtained by a particular line corresponding to each class defined in step 2.
5. Compute the directionality value by using the fol-
where Dl is used as one of the orientation-based local features and its significance in our classification approach will be described later. Each line in a particular network has now been assigned a directionality measure which is normalized to the interval [O,l] .
The global directionality histogram is then generated taking into account the significance of each line in the crack network. Significance measure, s is computed by taking the ratio between a line segment length and total crack network length. Computation of the line length is explained in further detail in section 3.3. The ratio is used as a weighting to indicate how much local directionality contributes to the global directionality.
Global directionality is computed using the algorithm below:
1. For all existing lines in the crack network, find the index, i (i ~[1,4]) of the maximum similarity, wl.
Multiply m a z ( w l ) with the significance measure,
S .
Accumulate the resultant values in a global directionality histogram,w, by matching it with the corresponding index, i.
Compute the directionality value, D, similar to the one explained in equation (12) Fig. 3 illustrates three examples of crack detected images and their respective directionality histograms. The algorithm is tested on real X-ray images of paintings with size 128x128. Note that the Gabor filter parameters are not automatically determined, but instead they are tuned separately for each image. 
Straight line to actual length ratio
Another feature which we find useful in distinguishing different type of cracks is the straight line to actual length ratio. Straight line length is defined as the direct distance between 2 connected junctions while actual length is given as the distance through the crack path. Let us denote this particular feature as L. We employ a method used by Vossepoel and Smeulders [7] to calculate the length of the actual line by using the formula p = 0 . 9 8 0~~~ + 1 . 4 0 6~~~ -0.091n, (13) where ne and no is the number of even and odd chain elements respectively while n, is defined as the number of occurrences of consecutive unequal chain elements in the Freeman chain code string. The length of the straight line representation is approximated by the equation
where 1x1 -22) represents the horizontal distance and [yL -y21 represents the vertical distance. We compute Ll for each line segment in a crack network and calculate the global value, L, by using the formula where M is the total number of line segments in a crack network, si is ratio between the length of a line segment and the overall length of a crack network.
EXPERIMENT
An experiment was conducted in order to test the potential use of the features extracted to classify crack patterns. We used 19 test images for this purpose. Each of them were initially manually classified based on our perception of its type. that there are two main groups clearly separating the circular from the other types, so the first classification stage has been successful.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have discussed the detection of crack pattems as well as the extraction of useful features that might be very useful to classify cracks into different classes. Experimentally it is shown that multi-oriented Gabor filters can be used to extract suspected crack patterns. Although there are various other methods to detect ridge and valley structures, Gabor filter has a good potential as far as detecting cracks are concerned since it provides the ability for scale-specific and multi-orientation detection.
Extraction of features corresponding to orientation has also been discussed. The Freeman chain code representation serves two main purposes: 1) post-detection filtering and reconstruction 2) post-detection feature extraction. We have also experimented on the effectiveness of features corresponding to orientation especially in its capability to separate circular cracks with the rest of the crack classes in the feature space.
As for future direction, we believe that successful classification of cracks really depends on inter-relation between features of different nature and that is what we are trying to achieve.
INTRODUCTION
September 2002 saw the Enalization of the MPEG-7 standard [I] by the International Standards Organization (ISO). In light of this, a great deal of new interest has arisen in the area of content-based retrieval of multimedia for both scientiEc and commercial applications. The art world, which includes galleries, museums, and even educational institutions, are by no means excluded from the possibilities which MPEG-7 promises. There is a great deal of current activity in the application of imaging and image analysis as helper technology in the art world. One example of this merging of art and technology involves the use of virtual art restoration techniques both for the computer-guided restoration and cleaning as well as for virtual restoration in cases where it is not possible or far too risky to perform an actual restoration on the genuine piece [2] . The regard which is attributed to the joining of art with technology is unabated due to the ever-growing importance which researchers [3], institutions (both government and publicly funded), and artists alike continue to place on both the preservation of cultural assets as well as their dissemination. It is thus evident that the application of technology in order to enrich the visual art experience can be achieved in numerous ways be it through interactive multimedia kiosks in art galleries, via helper applications for restoration, or even by providing complete and vast virtual collections which can be made available through the internet.
Although MPEG-7 would be able to solve the problem of cataloging the large number of artistic assets held by many cultural institutions or image repositories, the problem of querying large art databases such as these still remains. Unfortunately, MPEG-7 does not address the issue of querying. Its scope is limited to the description visual data content, and does not deal with concepts such as how the data is stored, compared (i.e. similarity measurements) or queried. This paper address the latter of these issues with specifc focus on the generation of database queries based on color palettes. As explained in this paper, Fuzzy Logic shows great potential as a good technique for the creation of queries composed of multiple features [4] (in this case, palette colors). Because of its vague nature, it can be further used to model human perception which is inherently imprecise and varies from individual to individual. In Section 2, the feature and similarity measure employed in this system will be outlined. This will be followed by an explanation of the fuzzy aggregation in Section 3. Section 4 will present results and comments, and Section 5 will provide conclusions.
FEATURES & SIMILARITY MEASURES USED
Color was the primary feature used for the purposes of this application. This was done to keep the number of results within a manageable range while at the same time ensuring that features important to the database (i.e. paintings) were retained. Specifcally, color sets or palettes were chosen from example images (i.e. query-by-example), and queries containing combinations of the constituent colors were made to the index. To enable these queries, the database images were processed to determine dominant color content using HSV histogram segmentation [ 5 ] . Segmentation using this technique also served to reduce the dimensionality to a handful of colors (anywhere between one and ten). Our technique indexed both the major colors from the segmented images as well as their coverage as a percentage of the overall image area. It should be mentioned here that global color is one of the fundamental descriptors employed in the visual component of the MPEG-7 standard [6] . In addition to indexing the dominant color content of each image in the database, g7803-7503-3/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE
